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SUMMARY

Three decades of electrophysiological research on
cerebellar cortical activity underlying Pavlovian con-
ditioning have expanded our understanding of motor
learning in the brain. Purkinje cell simple spike sup-
pression is considered to be crucial in the expression
of conditional blink responses (CRs). However, trial-
by-trial quantification of this link in awake behaving
animals is lacking, and current hypotheses regarding
the underlying plasticity mechanisms have diverged
from the classical parallel fiber one to the Purkinje
cell synapse LTD hypothesis. Here, we establish
that acquired simple spike suppression, acquired
conditioned stimulus (CS)-related complex spike
responses, and molecular layer interneuron (MLI)
activity predict the expression of CRs on a trial-by-
trial basis using awake behaving mice. Additionally,
we show that two independent transgenic mouse
mutants with impaired MLI function exhibit motor
learning deficits. Our findings suggest multiple
cerebellar cortical plasticity mechanisms underlying
simple spike suppression, and they implicate the
broader involvement of the olivocerebellar module
within the interstimulus interval.
INTRODUCTION

The cerebellum offers the perfect neuronal territory within which

to achieve an understanding of simple forms of learning and

memory that flow ‘‘continuously from molecules and cells

through synapses and circuits to behavior without any grossly

embarrassing gaps in themiddle’’ (Hansel et al., 2001). Pavlovian

eyeblink conditioning illustrates this beautifully for an elementary

building block in learning: the capacity to make associations

(Gormezano et al., 1962). Imagine receiving an air puff on your
Cell Re
eye a quarter second after seeing a green light-emitting diode

(LED) turn on, over and over again. The air puff is an uncondi-

tional stimulus (US) in that it yields an unconditional blink

response (UR). From the reflex loop underlying this blink, a signal

is transmitted to the inferior olive and subsequently through

climbing fibers to a subset of Purkinje cells in mainly the simplex

lobule (hemispheric lobule VI [HVI]) of the cerebellar cortex (Fig-

ure 1A; Jirenhed et al., 2007; Mostofi et al., 2010). This climbing

fiber signal causes a complex spike in these Purkinje cells,

whose activity moderates cerebellar nuclear cells that ultimately

innervate the same eyelid musculature targeted by the reflex

loop. The same Purkinje cells also receive massive sensory input

through the mossy fiber-parallel fiber system, in large part orig-

inating in the pontine nuclei (Figure 1A). Hidden within this sea

of parallel fibers are signals encoding the green LED light, which

by default is a neutral stimulus. Only on the condition that it

is consistently paired with the air puff and only by virtue of the

Purkinje cell’s capacity to forge associations between parallel

and climbing fiber signals will one learn to perform a well-timed,

conditional blink response (CR) upon exposure to the light, which

is thusly called the conditional stimulus (CS).

In tandem with lesion and stimulation research (Clark et al.,

1984; Yeo et al., 1984, 1985a, 1985b; McCormick and Thomp-

son, 1984a; Yeo and Hesslow, 1998), electrophysiology studies

of increasing sophistication have extended and solidified our un-

derstanding of eyeblink conditioning across behavioral, circuitry,

and cellular levels (McCormick and Thompson, 1984b; Berthier

andMoore, 1986; Hesslow and Ivarsson, 1994; Green and Stein-

metz, 2005; Kotani et al., 2006; Jirenhed et al., 2007; Halverson

et al., 2015). It is now established using peripheral stimuli as well

as direct stimulation of nuclei and fibers that Purkinje cells can

acquire various types of simple spike modulation within classical

conditioning paradigms (Jirenhed et al., 2007; Tracy and Stein-

metz, 1998; Kotani et al., 2006). Importantly, Hesslow and col-

leagues have shown in decerebrate ferrets that Purkinje cells

with reliable short-latency complex spike responses to the ipsi-

lateral US quite uniformly acquire suppressive simple spike re-

sponses with properties that are very similar to behavioral CRs

(Hesslow and Ivarsson, 1994; Jirenhed et al., 2007; Wetmore
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Figure 1. Purkinje Cell Characterization

(A) Purkinje cells in hemispheric lobule VI (zones

C1/C3/D0) receive input from mossy fibers and

climbing fibers, which carry CS and US signals,

respectively. Simple spike suppression disinhibits

the anterior interposed nuclei (AIN), which then

drive CRs. Paired trials consisted of a 260-ms LED

light CS co-terminating with a 10-ms corneal air

puff.

(B) Coronal cerebellar section at �5.8 mm from

bregma, with the blue arrow indicating staining of

a typical extracellular recording site. The scale bar

denotes 500 mm.

(C) Example eyelid and Purkinje cell traces for

eyelid-related cells in trained animals (left column,

n = 28) and in naive animals (right column, n = 17)

are shown.

(D) SDFs of complex spikes for individual cells

(strength of modulation relates to color brightness)

and the mean for each set (thick black line) are

shown.

(E) The same are shown for SDFs of simple spikes.

BN, brainstem nuclei; DAO, dorsal accessory

olive; MLI, molecular layer interneurons.
et al., 2014). Additionally, recent work in rabbits has begun draw-

ing confirmative cross-correlations between the kinematic pro-

file of eyelid behavior and simple spike activity in awake rabbits

(Halverson et al., 2015).

The simple spike suppression observed in eyelid-related Pur-

kinje cells seems in good agreement with the classical hypothe-

sis dominating the synaptic level of cerebellar learning theory.

Long-term depression (LTD) occurs at parallel fiber to Purkinje

cell synapses when their activation is linked to climbing fiber

activation (Ito et al., 1982; Coesmans et al., 2004; Gao et al.,

2012). This plasticity mechanism is posited to constitute learning

by suppressing simple spike firing in Purkinje cells, which in

turn disinhibits the cerebellar nuclei, increasing cerebellar

output (Marr, 1969; Albus, 1971; Ito, 2001). However, LTD seems
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neither necessary nor sufficient for eye-

blink conditioning, as selective genetic

or pharmacological blockage of parallel

fiber to Purkinje cell LTD expression

does not significantly impair eyeblink

conditioning (Welsh et al., 2005; Schone-

wille et al., 2011), and short interstimulus

intervals (ISIs) increase rather than

decrease simple spike firing while pre-

sumably preserving LTD induction (Wet-

more et al., 2008, 2014). In addition to

Purkinje cells, parallel fiber activity en-

coding the CS reaches molecular layer

interneurons (MLIs) through excitatory

synapses, which can probably be

strengthened through concomitant

climbing fiber activity and, thereby, in

principle, contribute to eyeblink condi-

tioning (Gao et al., 2012). However, hav-

ing shown that conditioned Purkinje
cell simple spike suppression seems to persist after blocking

cerebellar cortical feedforward synaptic inhibition provided by

MLIs, Hesslow and colleagues are now homing in on potential

mechanisms intrinsic to Purkinje cells (Johansson et al., 2014).

In the pursuit of a seamless understanding of Pavlovian condi-

tioning across levels of analysis, we wish to address three

considerable gaps that exist in current understanding. First, it re-

mains to be seen how eyelid-related Purkinje cells in awakemice

behave within a functional, undamaged brain, as existing work

has relied heavily on the decerebrate preparation. Especially

complex spike activity may depend to a large degree on circuitry

level factors, which are likely different between awake and de-

cerebrated preparations. Second, the potential disqualification

of MLIs as a main mechanism underlying Purkinje cell simple



spike suppression (Johansson et al., 2014) raises the questions

of what role they do carry, if and how they modulate in an eye-

blink-conditioning paradigm, and to what extent their activity

correlates with eyelid behavior. Finally, trial-by-trial quantifica-

tion of simultaneously recorded conditioned eyelid behavior

and cerebellar cortical activity in awake behaving animals is

lacking so far. To bridge these gaps, we here present simulta-

neously recorded cerebellar cortical electrophysiology and

eyelid behavior from awake behaving mice that were either naive

or trained in an eyeblink-conditioning paradigm. Additionally, we

present behavioral data obtained from two independent trans-

genic mouse mutants in which MLI inhibition was impaired

through different mechanisms (Wulff et al., 2009; Seja et al.,

2012).

RESULTS

Purkinje Cell Characterization
Our dataset comprises 57 Purkinje cells, 40 of which were re-

corded in trained mice and 17 in mice that were not previously

trained. Guided by former studies (Heiney et al., 2014; Mostofi

et al., 2010), we centered our recording area on the floor of the

primary fissure (Figure 1B). We considered Purkinje cells to be

eyelid related when they exhibited a complex spike response

within 60 ms after the periocular air puff US in at least 20% of

paired trials, correcting for chance occurrence. In the trained da-

taset, this criterion adequately separated 28 cells showing this

US-complex spike response (henceforth, trained cells; Figures

1C–1E; Table 1) from 12 cells that did not (Figure S1). The un-

trained dataset consisted of only eyelid-related Purkinje cells

(naive cells; Figures 1C and 1D) by virtue ofmeeting the US-com-

plex spike criterion. Note that the latency of the consistent US-

complex spike averaged 24.2 ms, but could range as far as

58ms, which is whywe used a 60-ms time range for the criterion.

Although we refer to all conforming cells as eyelid related, the

lack of a clear distinction of those showing short-latency US-

complex spikes and those exhibiting longer ones, presumably

due to our use of an air puff US instead of electrical stimulation,

means our dataset could possibly also contain cells from zone

C2, deemed non-essential for eyeblink behavior (Mostofi et al.,

2010; Hesslow, 1994; Heiney et al., 2014).

Acquired Simple Spike Suppression and CS-Related
Complex Spikes
In line with existing work (e.g., Kotani et al., 2006; Jirenhed et al.,

2007), we found a uniquely strong prevalence of simple spike

suppression in the trained cells (Figure 1E). In 14 trained cells,

we found a clear prevalence of CS-related complex spike re-

sponses at a mean latency of 88.1 ms that occurred in at least

20% of trials (corrected for chance occurrence). One cell

showed more than 20% complex spikes in the ISI, but at a

much longer latency (189.7 ms; Table 1) and without the charac-

teristically thin distribution found in the other cells (Figure 1D);

hence, it was not considered a cell with a CS-complex spike

response. In contrast, across the 17 naive cells, only one cell

showed a CS-complex spike response, and this was in a mouse

that actually started showing small CRs already during a second

experiment. The uniquely high prevalences of simple spike sup-
Cell Re
pression and CS-complex spikes in the trained group confirm

that both phenomena developed over the course of conditioning.

Simple Spike Suppression Correlates with Conditioned
Eyelid Behavior
Average significant simple spike suppression ranged from 7% to

42% across 20 trained cells (mean = 20.5%). Between cells, the

average magnitude of suppression did not relate to the average

CR amplitude, onset, or prevalence (each p > 0.25) observed

during the recordings. However, on a trial-by-trial basis, the per-

centage simple spike suppression showed clear correlations

with conditioned behavior. First, simple spike suppression was

on average 22% higher in trials with a CR compared to those

without, in a linear mixed-effects regression (p < 0.0001; Table

S1A; see Experimental Procedures). Moreover, simple spike

suppression correlated to CR amplitude on a trial-by-trial basis,

as apparent from eight individually significant trained cells (Fig-

ure 2B; Table 1), as well as a similar mixed-effects model with

random intercepts and slopes for each cell (p < 0.0001; Fig-

ure 2A; Table S1B; see Experimental Procedures), which esti-

mated an increase in CR amplitude of 0.33 percentage points

per unit increase of percentage simple spike suppression. This

coefficient was 0.72 when just including the eight individually

significant trained cells. Post hoc power analyses confirmed

high statistical power for these and subsequent mixed models

(Table S1).

The incorporation of individual slopes per cell in the mixed

model was based on likelihood ratio tests and implies that

certain cells showed suppression across a large range but pre-

dicted rather small differences in CR amplitude, whereas others

only mildly suppressed but predicted a large range of CR ampli-

tudes. Even considering the possible inclusion of non-essential

(C2) Purkinje cells in the dataset, this variation was as apparent

among just the most clearly correlating cells (Figure 2B).

Together with the lack of correlation between the averages,

this observation juxtaposes the clear correlation between simple

spike suppression and CR amplitude with a probable dissocia-

tion between their average magnitudes.

Having determined significant correlation between simple

spike firing and CR expression, we next explored its temporal

distribution across the ISI with the following descriptive method-

ology. Trial-by-trial correlations of concomitant mean instanta-

neous simple spike firing frequency and eyelid position in

20-ms windows were made with 5-ms steps, resulting in the di-

agonal elements denoting R values in Figure 2D. Next we corre-

lated simple spike activity with eyelid position at both earlier and

later time points, resulting in the lower and upper triangular parts

of a correlation matrix (Figure 2D; Figure S2). This matrix shows

for each temporal configuration the average negative correlation

of 11 trained cells that showed clear focal areas in the upper

triangular part of the ISI range, i.e., negative correlations within

the ISI between simple spike firing frequency and subsequent

eyelid position (see Experimental Procedures; Figure S2).

Two observations stand out in this analysis. First, taking the

net negative correlation within the ISI at each offset between

spikes and behavior revealed that simple spike activity corre-

latesmost optimally to eyelid behavior 50ms afterward. Second,

there seem to be two focal areas of negative correlation shared
ports 13, 1977–1988, December 1, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1979



Table 1. Summary of Trained Purkinje Cell Recordings

Cell

Simple Spike

Frequency (Hz)

Complex Spike

Frequency (Hz) CRs (%)

Mean CR

Onset (ms)

Mean CR

Amplitude (%)

Valid

Trials

SSp Suppression

in Last 200-ms

ISI/Baseline (%)

SSp 3 CR

Amplitude

R Value

US-Complex

Spikes

(%, Corrected)

Mean US-Complex

Spike Latency (ms)

CS-Complex

Spikes in ISI

(%, Corrected)

Mean CS-Complex

Spike Latency (ms)

1 62.5 1.08 91.3 134 26.9 23 11.6a 0.086 23.9 33.0 12.1 –

2 97.6 1.24 92.3 99.6 29.1 26 �3.5 0.031 23.3 41.0 15.2 –

3 78.9 1.11 89.5 154.6 48.4 39 5.8a 0.250 22.3 31.0 14.3 –

4 78.5 1.76 94.4 115.0 44.4 18 �2.2 0.029 22.7 30.0 �16.3 –

5 162.8 1.79 68.2 170.2 31.9 22 �1.3 0.060 89.2 13.0 9.7 –

6 69.3 1.69 46.2 159.4 30.9 26 3.7 �0.345 74.5 10.0 23.1 102.3

7 89.4 1.06 45.7 182.1 35.2 35 7.1a �0.172 36.5 28.0 5.0 –

8 61.9 1.98 28.6 169.1 44.4 49 1.9 0.309 20.8 41.0 �0.6 –

9 95.8 1.40 47.5 171.8 36.2 40 18.4a �0.218 69.1 13.0 54.9 96.3

10 78.3 1.60 71.4 171.6 37.4 42 19.1a 0.240 52.3 15.0 50.5 90.1

11 108.2 1.28 43.4 172.7 34.6 76 42.4a 0.348b 42.3 14.0 45.6 103.8

12 114.2 1.22 97.4 101.8 51.5 39 5.0b �0.303 26.0 16.0 18.3 –

13 107.7 1.39 100.0 121.3 50.8 51 31.1a 0.444a 32.8 14.0 39.7 94.0

14 84.0 1.02 100.0 117.2 52.3 33 31.4a 0.065 27.2 20.0 29.1 (189.7)

15 146.7 0.71 76.5 94.0 62.1 17 12.0a 0.146 25.2 24.0 5.9 –

16 127.7 0.43 71.4 129.3 60.2 14 21.3a �0.123 54.6 12.0 32.1 74.7

17 115.7 1.55 65.2 110.6 48.9 23 26.5a 0.073 77.7 25.0 52.7 67.8

18 130.7 0.84 92.9 87.6 58.7 14 30.0a 0.113 52.1 23.0 57.6 73.7

19 113.6 1.52 50.0 97.6 29.3 16 18.7a 0.093 65.9 18.0 49.4 71.1

20 85.2 1.69 94.7 130.8 50.1 19 14.1a 0.624a 26.7 58.0 15.6

21 104.2 1.41 40.0 157.3 26.9 50 8.9a 0.024 65.5 17.0 30.6 97.6

22 87.3 1.33 54.2 165.9 51.5 24 8.6a �0.178 54.5 16.0 20.8 104.1

23 44.2 1.49 69.2 47.2 50.3 39 32.6a 0.626a 42.4 33.0 60.3 93.7

24 129.8 1.45 96.4 61.2 49.0 28 15.0a 0.415b 27.0 26.0 20.9 81.8

25 65.1 1.14 92.9 82.1 25.6 84 32.1a 0.451a 69.3 19.0 64.3 82.9

26 101.6 1.00 85.3 76.5 32.8 34 1.9 0.582a 20.6 20.0 �7.4 –

27 104.3 1.10 90.0 106.6 44.7 71 9.3a 0.410a 27.8 36.0 �0.1 –

28 62.3 1.50 43.9 113.3 22.9 23 3.0 �0.065 35.4 30.9 1.2 –

Mean 96.7 1.3 72.8 125 41.7 34.8 14.4 0.143 43.1 24.2 25.2 88.1
ap < 0.01.
bp < 0.05.
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Figure 2. Simple Spike SuppressionRelates

to CR Expression

(A) Fit lines based on a linear mixed-effects

regression, with random slopes and intercepts for

each individual trained cell and the red line

showing the full model fit. Each circle denotes a

trial.

(B) Separated plots for eight trained cells that

individually showed significant correlation be-

tween simple spike suppression and CR peak

amplitude are given.

(C) Mean eyelid traces, rotated 90� to fit the y axis

of the correlation matrix in (D). Red corresponds to

seven trained cells showing correlation at the early

focal area bound with a red box in (D), and green

corresponds to four trained cells that correlated

most in the later focal area.

(D) Averaged correlation matrix of 11 trained cells,

detailing the temporal distribution of the negative

correlation between simple spike activity and

conditioned behavior. The two focal areas within

the ISI indicated by the red and green boxes show

the early and late spiking periods that correlate

most prominently to subsequent eyelid behavior.

(E) SDFs of simple spikes for the same seven and

four cells relating to the focal areas in the red and

green boxes in (D), respectively, are shown.
between the 11 cells. Although the diagonal area at the end of the

ISI is completely in line with expectations, the distinct focal area

at the 100-ms mark is more surprising. It is positioned right

around the time the CS-complex spike happens to occur, and

its vertical orientation suggests a relatively short (�40-ms) win-

dow of reduced simple spike activity predicting the majority of

the CR trajectory. The mean simple spike and eyelid traces for

seven cells that showed these early focal areas (red) and four

cells that did not (green) show latencies that are in compelling

agreement with this distinction (Figures 2C and 2E). Although
Cell Reports 13, 1977–1988, D
not significant cell-wise (n = 11, p =

0.35), the prevalence of CS-complex

spikeswas higher in the cells that showed

early focal areas (median = 45.2%) than in

those that did not (median = 22.4%).

CS-Complex Spikes Correlate with
Simple Spike Suppression and
Conditioned Eyelid Behavior
The occurrence of CS-complex spikes

correlated to that of US-complex spikes

between cells (n = 28, r = 0.57, p =

0.0015) and marginally to US-complex

spike latency (r = �0.384, p = 0.0437).

Among trained cells, mean percentage

simple spike suppression was intimately

connected to the prevalence of CS-com-

plex spikes (n = 28, r = 0.804, p < 0.0001;

Figure 3A). Additionally, a between-trial

mixed-effects linear regression shows

that suppression was on average 19.2%
higher in trials with a CS-complex spike compared to those

without (p < 0.0001; Table S1C). This translates to 9.2 ms

of silence, a boost that could be sufficiently explained by the

climbing fiber pause (mean = 16.5 ms).

Aswas the casewith simple spike suppression, neither average

CS-complex spike occurrence nor its average latency showed

between-cell correlations to average CR properties (each p >

0.25), except for a small correlation between mean CS-complex

spike latency and mean CR onset (n = 14, r = 0.567, p = 0.0346).

However, on a trial-by-trial basis, mixed-effects regression on
ecember 1, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1981



Figure 3. CS- and US-Related Complex

Spikes Relate to CR Expression

(A) Between trained cells, the prevalence of

CS-complex spikes correlated strongly to average

percentage simple spike suppression (n = 28,

r = 0.803, p < 0.0001).

(B) Trials with CS-complex spikes tended to

exhibit higher CR amplitudes compared to those

without. The black squares indicate the overall

estimate from the mixed model (p = 0.0194).

(C) Conversely, latencies of CS-complex spikes

for individual cells show that they tended to appear

earlier in trials with a CR compared to those

without (p < 0.0001).
the 14 cells with a clear CS-complex spike did show that CRs

in trials with a CS-complex spike were on average 13.7% higher

in amplitude than those without (p = 0.0194; Figure 3B; Table

S1D). Also, in a similar mixed model, CR amplitude related

inversely to CS-complex spike latency, with an average decrease

in percentage eyelid closure of 0.26 percentage points per milli-

second increase of CS-complex spike latency (p = 0.0034; Table

S1E). Conversely, CS-complex spike latencywas 4.9ms earlier in

trialswith aCR compared to thosewithout (p < 0.0001; Figure 3C;

Table S1F). Together, thesemild effects imply amodest contribu-

tion of CS-complex spikes to conditioned behavior on a trial-by-

trial basis. The significance of the link betweenCS-complex spike

occurrence and CR amplitude disappears when including simple

spike suppression in the regression model (p = 0.16; Table S1G).

This raises the possibility that CS-complex spikes affect condi-

tioned behavior in part through their effect on simple spike

suppression. Still, CS-complex spike latency retains some signif-

icance as a predictor of CR amplitude, even when including

simple spikes in the model (p = 0.0083; Table S1H). This raises

the possibility that climbing fiber signals and/or that of their collat-

erals in the nuclei directly contribute to the conditioned motor

response.

MLI Activity Correlates with Conditioned Eyelid
Behavior
Recent findings showed conditioned simple spike suppression

in the absence of MLI feedforward inhibition by GABAergic

neurotransmission (Johansson et al., 2014). Yet, the existence

of conditioned CS-related complex spike responses reported

here raises the possibility of conditioned CS-related MLI activa-

tion, either through glutamate spillover (Jörntell and Ekerot,

2003; Szapiro and Barbour, 2007) or ephaptic inhibition (Blot

and Barbour, 2014). During our experiments, we recorded a

set of 13 interneurons in the molecular layer (see Experimental

Procedures; Ruigrok et al., 2011; Badura et al., 2013), all of which

showed significant increases in their firing frequency in the ISI

(Figures 4A and 4B; Table S2). Cell-wise, themean onset ofmod-

ulation correlated with the mean CR onset (n = 13, r = 0.582, p =

0.03675). Within the dataset, six MLIs individually showed signif-

icant positive trial-by-trial correlations between firing frequency

in the ISI and CR amplitude; two cells showed significant nega-

tive correlations to CR amplitude (despite an overall increase in

firing frequency in the ISI; Table S2). In one case, we were able

to record a block of paired trials during the recording of an MLI
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immediately adjacent to a Purkinje cell from which we also re-

corded a block of paired trials. The latencies of the modulation

of these cells were complementary (Figure 4C), as were their cor-

relations to behavior (Figure 4D). Using the same correlation ma-

trix approach explained above, the six positively correlatingMLIs

showed focal areas that complement those found in the Purkinje

cell simple spike correlation matrix (Figure 2D), with a diagonal

area focused near the end of the ISI and centered at an offset

of approximately 50 ms between spikes and subsequent eyelid

position, and again an early vertically oriented focal area. Here

too, mean spike and eyelid traces for cells split on whether

they showed this early focal area or not were in line with this

distinction (Figure 4E). The two negatively correlating MLIs

showed only a focal area near the end of the ISI (Figure 4F).

To investigate whether impairments in MLI function actually

lead to any behavioral deficits, we subjected two independent

cell-specific mouse lines, in which MLI function is impaired via

completely different strategies, to behavioral eyeblink condition-

ing; these included the L7-Gamma2 mouse mutant, which lacks

the Gamma2 subunit of the GABAA receptor in Purkinje cells

(Wulff et al., 2009), and the L7-KCC2 mouse mutant, which lacks

the potassium-chloride co-transporter KCC2 in Purkinje cells

(Seja et al., 2012). In line with our expectations and despite

potential developmental compensation, deficits in conditioned

eyelid responses were found in both the L7-Gamma2 (p =

0.0039; Figure 4G) and L7-KCC2 (p = 0.0029; Figure 4H) mu-

tants. Together with the fact that MLIs modulate in the ISI and

even strongly correlate to behavior, these behavioral findings

in two different knockout lines assert partial involvement of

MLIs in the establishment of conditioned eyeblink behavior.

DISCUSSION

This work brings together electrophysiological data of Purkinje

cells selected strictly based on the presence of consistent US-

complex spike responses with precise behavioral recordings in

an eyeblink conditioning paradigm employing awake behaving

mice. In addition to strengthening the notion that the modulation

observed in eyelid-related Purkinje cells is acquired and over-

whelmingly suppressive, the current data expand on this finding

by providing trial-by-trial quantification of the correlations be-

tween cellular spiking activity and eyelid behavior (Figures 5A

and 5B). Across trials, Purkinje cell simple spike suppression

correlates the strongest to conditioned eyelid behavior occurring
hors



50ms afterward. Importantly, we show the existence of a consis-

tent CS-related complex spike response within the ISI, at an

average of 88 ms after CS onset, that appears to be acquired

and can be related to simple spike suppression and the behav-

ioral CR. Finally, we provide evidence that there are MLIs

in lobule simplex that increase their firing in the ISI and show

mainly positive correlations to the amplitude of conditioned

eyelid behavior, and that genetically impairing their inhibitory ef-

fect on Purkinje cells causes behavioral deficits in conditioning.

Conditioned Modulations of Purkinje Cell Activity and
Eyelid Behavior
The current within-trial correlational data provide direct evidence

for the intimate link between conditioned Purkinje cell simple

spike suppression and behavioral CR expression. Taken

together with the compelling similarities observed between the

ways these neuronal and behavioral CRs are generally acquired,

expressed, extinguished, and reacquired (Jirenhed et al., 2007;

Wetmore et al., 2014; De Zeeuw and Ten Brinke, 2015) as well

as the fact that suppression of Purkinje cell simple spikes

through optogenetic stimulation of MLIs in lobule simplex can

effectively elicit blink responses (Heiney et al., 2014), the infer-

ence of causality between Purkinje cell CRs and behavioral

CRs is becoming increasingly unavoidable. We propose to

expand this relationship to include the CS-related complex

spike, a phenomenon mentioned as early as in Berthier and

Moore (1986) (S. Edgley et al., 2010, Soc. Neurosci., abstract).

Its virtual absence in our data from naive animals suggests that

it is acquired, and its latency relative to the other cerebellar

cortical components and conditioned eyelid behavior fits a

potentially facilitating role, which is further supported by its

significant correlations to both eyelid behavior and simple spike

suppression (Figure 5).

This finding is important, because acquired climbing fiber ac-

tivity within the ISI emphasizes the need to consider interplay

within the broader network of olivocerebellar modules in the cre-

ation of conditionedmotor responses. Indeed, the relatively mild,

yet significant and positive, correlations found for trained cells on

a trial-by-trial basis between CS-complex spike responses and

conditioned behavior presumably present an underestimation

of the actual contribution of CS-complex spikes to conditioned

behavior, because the encoding of CS responses of ensembles

of Purkinje cells within functional microzones usually surpasses

that of individual Purkinje cells within such zones by far (Hoog-

land et al., 2015). The observed level of integration within the

established model of cerebellar Pavlovian conditioning is also

why we consider these CS-complex spike responses to be

qualitatively different from the type reported in Rasmussen

et al. (2014), who mention its presence in their training paradigm

in decerebrate ferrets from the naive state on out, at predomi-

nantly 10- to 20-ms latencies rather than the 70- to 100-ms

latencies that we observed in awake behaving mice.

Long US-Complex Spike Latencies Did Not Relate to
Less Modulation or Correlation
Purkinje cells with long latency US-complex spikes should be

regarded with caution in light of the findings by Mostofi et al.

(2010), who showed in rabbits that these cells mainly originate
Cell Re
in zone C2, which responds to more than just periocular stimula-

tion and is unlikely to play an essential role in eyeblink condition-

ing (e.g., Yeo and Hesslow, 1998). In our recordings we were not

able to find relevant differences based on US-complex spike la-

tency with respect to the extent of simple spike suppression and

its correlation to behavior or the occurrence of CS-complex

spikes. Our air puff US may well be responsible for an exagger-

ated length and spread of latencies compared to electrical

periocular stimulation, obfuscating a clear distinction between

the two latency groups. The resultant possibility of the inclusion

of C2 cells in our dataset warrants caution with inferences

regarding effect size and spread. This is also true for cells that

could respond to any non-eyelid-related parts of the US, improb-

able as it may be. However, given the compelling correlations

found, it seems unlikely we here misattribute the reported posi-

tive links with eyeblink conditioning to actual eyeblink cells

from zones C1/C3/D0 while they actually correspond to non-

essential C2 cells, let alone to cells that are not at all eyelid

related.

Temporal Dynamics Argue against a Single Mechanism
Underlying Cerebellar Conditioning
The temporal dynamics observed between spike activity of cere-

bellar cortical neurons and eyelid behavior do not suggest a sin-

gle focal area around which the cells’ optimal correlations are

dispersed. It is clear that the acquired simple spike suppression

does not only gradually deepen to maximize around US onset

time. In fact, our results hint at the possibility that there is also

a particular process whose crucial window of action in the ISI

is earlier on, centered around 80–100 ms after CS onset. The

clear separation of these two focal areas in both the simple spike

and MLI activity correlation matrix could imply differential contri-

bution of plasticitymechanisms in cerebellar conditioning. This is

certainly a plausible concept considering the variability observed

in conditioned eyelid behavior in mice. Interestingly, the occur-

rence of CS-complex spikes strikingly overlaps with the early,

but not the later, focal area in the correlation matrix, imparting

this time window with remarkable significance. It is difficult to

accommodate for this with a purely LTD-focused hypothesis or

the notion of intrinsic plasticity at the level of single Purkinje cells.

Why would an isolated time window early in the ISI show both a

consistent complex spike response and particularly strong cor-

relations between conditioned eyelid behavior and both simple

spike and MLI activity?

The presence of the CS-complex spike means the CS-encod-

ing signal has acquired the means to reach the olivary nucleus.

Insofar as the eyeblink paradigm used here contains an operant

component in that the CR can reduce the aversive impact of the

air puff US (Longley and Yeo, 2014), cerebral cortical involve-

ment might possibly be involved. In any case, the strong Purkinje

cell-wise link between the occurrence of CS-complex spikes and

the magnitude of simple spike suppression suggests interde-

pendent plasticity mechanisms underlying both phenomena.

An interesting possibility is that loops within the olivocerebellar

network could play a role. The origin of the CS-complex spike

could lie in the mossy fiber collaterals to the cerebellar nuclei

that are newly formed over the course of conditioning (Boele

et al., 2013), which could establish a straightforward bridge to
ports 13, 1977–1988, December 1, 2015 ª2015 The Authors 1983



Figure 4. MLIs Modulate in the ISI and Correlate to CRs

(A) Example eyelid and electrophysiology traces during a paired trial while recording an MLI are shown.

(B) SDFs standardized to baseline for 13 MLIs (thick black line denotes mean trace) are shown.

(C) SDFs of a Purkinje cell recording (green) and a recording of an adjacent MLI (purple) encountered immediately afterward.

(legend continued on next page)
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cross for CS-encoding signals to directly hook up to the

nucleo-olivary pathway (De Zeeuw et al., 1988). The resulting

CS-activated olivary inhibition could then bear rebound spikes

(Bazzigaluppi et al., 2012; De Gruijl et al., 2012) that return to

the cerebellum to affect cortical activity in a number of ways. It

could influence simple spike suppression through the climbing

fiber pause (De Zeeuw et al., 2011), through non-synaptic activa-

tion of MLIs (Jörntell and Ekerot, 2003; Szapiro and Barbour,

2007; Mathews et al., 2012), as well as through several climbing

fiber-dependent forms of cerebellar cortical plasticity (Gao et al.,

2012). Besides influencing simple spike suppression, it could

play a role in higher-order conditioning, allowing the CS to be

associated to novel input stimuli, preserving efficiently the

same output pathway to the proper motor domain.

MLIs Partially Contribute to Conditioned Behavior
Our MLI data may seem at odds with the Johansson et al. (2014)

study, because while the latter chemically dissociated MLI inhi-

bition from the presence of simple spike suppression, we found

strong modulation of interneuron spiking as well as correlations

with behavioral CRs (Figures 4 and 5). However, these findings

are not mutually exclusive. The possibility of a partial contribu-

tion of MLI activity to simple spike suppression and conditioned

behavior seems probable from these different findings. Our

behavioral data from two independent mouse mutants with

impaired MLI inhibition showed partial deficits, which is much

in line with this possibility, as is the feasibility of MLI-activated

blinks generated by optogenetic stimulation (Heiney et al., 2014).

Conclusion
This study evinces the feasibility of simultaneous behavioral and

neuronal recordings in awake behaving mice and strengthens

themain tenet of cerebellar learning regarding suppressivemod-

ulation as a central process underlying learning (De Zeeuw et al.,

2011; De Zeeuw and Ten Brinke, 2015). Although there is both

theoretical and empirical support for interaction between the

modulatory components of cerebellar cortical activity, they do

not seem to share any strict interdependency from the perspec-

tive of individual Purkinje cells. After all, absence of CS-complex

spikes alone does not necessarily prevent simple spike suppres-

sion altogether, nor does absence of feedforward inhibition

through the MLIs (Johansson et al., 2014). Yet, the current find-

ings in awake behaving mice suggest the involvement of CS-

complex spikes and MLI activity in the conditioning paradigm

is robust, further lending credence to the notion of distributed

synergistic plasticity (Gao et al., 2012). Moreso, the CS-complex

spike extends this notion beyond the cerebellar cortex to include
(D) The activities of the MLI and Purkinje cell in (C) show opposite significant corre

p = 0.0071, respectively).

(E) Correlation matrix derived from combined standardized data of six MLIs show

areas similar to thematrix for simple spikes (Figure 2D). Mean eyelid traces (left pa

early focal area (green box) and two that did not (purple box) are shown.

(F) Correlation matrix shows the temporal distribution of the negative correlations

(G) Learning curves for L7-KCC2mutants (red, n = 9) and wild-type littermates (blu

at US onset time for all trials (100 per session). Error bars denote SEM.

(H) Learning curves, similarly computed, for L7-Gamma2mutants (red, n = 14) and

were normalized for comparison across the mutant groups, which were derived
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recurrent activity within the whole olivocerebellar module at the

level of the ISI. Of course, plasticity mechanisms intrinsic to Pur-

kinje cells, such as those mediated by various mGluRs, phos-

phatases, and kinases may well be a decisive factor in eyeblink

conditioning (Gao et al., 2012; Johansson et al., 2014). However,

our results would at least stress caution regarding the inference

of unitary localization of a plasticity process underlying condi-

tioned simple spike suppression within only Purkinje cells. In

the same vein, we also should point out that while LTD does

not seem to be essential for eyeblink conditioning (Welsh et al.,

2005; Schonewille et al., 2011; Wetmore et al., 2014), we cannot

exclude the possibility that it still does contribute to the observed

simple spike suppression, especially since the direction of its

presumptive effect appears to be in line. However, the fact that

impairments in potentiation mechanisms at the level of Purkinje

cells cause behavioral deficits in eyeblink conditioning (Schone-

wille et al., 2010) underlines how the role of plasticity mecha-

nisms may not play out as straightforwardly as one would

expect. Our results show the importance of investigating

network involvement in the acquisition and expression of Pur-

kinje cell simple spike suppression. Specifically, unearthing the

origin and function of CS-related complex spikes could further

sophisticate cerebellar models of Pavlovian conditioning and

advance our understanding of the strategies implemented by

the brain to achieve learning.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Surgery

We used 12- to 20-week-old male wild-type C57Bl/6 (n = 34), L7-Gamma2

(mutants, n = 14; wild-type littermates, n = 11; see Wulff et al., 2009), and

L7-KCC2 (mutants, n = 9; wild-type littermates, n = 11; see Seja et al., 2012)

mice, housed individually with food and water ad libitum in a normal 12:12

light/dark cycle. The experiments were approved by the institutional animal

welfare committee (Erasmus Medical Center). Mice were anesthetized with

2% isoflurane and body temperature was kept constant at 37�C. After fixation
in a standard mouse stereotaxic alignment system (Stoelting), the scalp was

opened to expose the skull. Membranous tissue was cleared and the bone

was surgically prepared with Optibond prime and adhesive (Kerr). A small

brass pedestal was attached to the skull with Charisma (Heraeus Kulzer), using

an xyz manipulator, allowing for fixation to a head bar at right angles during

training and electrophysiology. For the craniotomy performed after eyeblink

acquisition training, skin and muscle tissue were cleared from the left half of

the interparietal bone, where, after applying a local analgesic (bupivacaine

hydrochloride 2.5 mg ml�1), a roughly 1.5-mm-wide craniotomy centered at

�5.7 mm from bregma and 2 mm from midline was performed, exposing the

left cerebellar lobule simplex. A small rim of Charisma was made around the

craniotomy and anti-inflammatory (Dexamethasone 4 mg ml�1) solution was

applied inside, after which the chamber was closed with a very low viscosity

silicone elastomer sealant (Kwik-cast, World Precision Instruments).
lations to CR peak amplitude (n = 17, r = 0.734, p = 0.0007; n = 28, r =�0.498,

ing significant positive correlations within the ISI, distributed across two focal

nel) and spike traces (bottom panel) corresponding to four cells that showed the

found in two interneurons, similarly accompanied by mean eyelid spike trace.

e, n = 13) were computed by taking the average percentage eyelid closure right

wild-type littermates (blue, n = 11). Percentages of eyelid closures in (G) and (H)

from different backgrounds (Wulff et al., 2009; Seja et al., 2012).
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Figure 5. Cerebellar Cortical Activity and Conditioned Eyelid

Behavior: Modulation and Correlation

(A) Mean eyelid, simple spike, and complex spike traces of all cells in the

trained dataset and mean MLI spike trace of all cells in the MLI dataset show

how the modulatory components in the cerebellar cortex relate after training.

(B) Diagram depicting for each of the components in (A) the significant cor-

relations existing between their different properties (timing, amplitude, and

occurrence). White lines denote positive correlations, black lines denote

negative ones. Note that the lack of connections between MLI and PC-related

nodes reflects the fact that we did not record simultaneously from these types

of neurons, rather than a lack of correlation between their properties. The white

line connecting simple spike timing to CR timing is dashed because we could

not reliably quantify onset of simple spike suppression on a per-trial basis to

enable robust statistical testing. We would have been remiss not to make

some connection, since the correlation matrix does show a clear temporal link

between the two components.
Training

Two days after surgery, mice were head-fixed to a brass bar suspended over a

cylindrical treadmill (Chettih et al., 2011) and were placed in a sound- and light-

isolating chamber for their first habituation session, which consisted of 30 min

during which no stimuli were presented. During second and third habituation
1986 Cell Reports 13, 1977–1988, December 1, 2015 ª2015 The Aut
sessions on consecutive days, ten CS-only trials were presented to acquire

a baseline measurement. The next 10 days mice received 100 paired trials

daily, with an inter-trial interval of 10 ± 2 s, amounting to sessions that lasted

approximately half an hour each.

The CS was a 260-ms green LED light placed �7 cm in front of the mouse.

The USwas a 10-ms corneal air puff at 40 psi delivered through a 27.5G needle

tip positioned �5 mm from the left eye, co-terminating with the CS, which

amounted to an ISI of 250 ms. TDT System 3 (Tucker Davis Technologies)

and NI-PXI (National Instruments) processors were used to trigger and

keep track of stimuli while capturing data. Eyelid movements were recorded

with either the magnetic distance measurement technique (MDMT) at

1,017.26 Hz or a 250-frame/s camera (scA640-120 gc, Basler). Both methods

are explained and shown to reflect eyelid movements with high accuracy

(Koekkoek et al., 2002).

Electrophysiology

Before proceeding with the neuronal recordings, mice were allowed several

days to get used to the electrophysiology setup, which was located in a dedi-

cated room and contained a similar eyeblink apparatus within a light-isolated

Faraday cage. During this period, trained mice received daily training sessions

consisting of 100 trials for a maximum of 4 days to ensure at least 75% CRs.

Neurons were recorded with glass capillaries (Ø = 2 mm, Harvard Apparatus)

that were heated and pulled to obtain a 2- to 5-mm tip and filled with a 2M NaCl

solution. The electrode was lowered into lobule simplex (Heiney et al., 2014;

Van Der Giessen et al., 2008) using a one-axis hydraulic manipulator (MMO-

220A, Narishige). The obtained electrical signal was pre-amplified and digi-

tized at a sampling frequency of 25 kHz using a TDT System 3 electrophysi-

ology workstation. When a recording was stable, the animal was subjected

to blocks of paired trials. Purkinje cells were identified by the presence of com-

plex spikes. When we encountered cells that were located no further than

100 mm from Purkinje cells, had relatively low firing rates, and did not show

complex spikes, we would record them if they seemed to modulate within

the ISI. Offline analysis was used to verify these putative MLIs (see below).

Eyeblink Data Analysis

For each recording, eyelid traces were normalized to the full blink range, which

consisted of the minimal resting baseline value reflecting the open eye position

as established visually during the experiment and the mean of the uncondi-

tioned response peak values reflecting the closed eye position. The traces

were smoothed using a second degree Savitzky-Golay method. An iterative

Grubbs’ outlier detection test (a = 0.05) on trial baseline SDs was used to re-

move trials that had an unstable baseline. Next trials were considered to

contain a CR when eyelid closure exceeded 10 SDs from the baseline mean

within the ISI. CR amplitude was quantified as the maximum eyelid position

within the ISI relative to the trial baseline position, expressed as a percentage

of full blink range. CR onset was determined as the first time point of a contin-

uous positive eyelid velocity leading to up to the fifth percentile of the ampli-

tude from baseline to CR peak.

Spike Analysis

Electrophysiological recordings were analyzed in MATLAB (MathWorks) using

custom-written code and SpikeTrain (Neurasmus). Extracellular waveforms

were band-pass filtered at 150–6,000 Hz. The spike threshold was set at three

SDs below mean signal by default, and for Purkinje cells an additional

threshold at 3 SDs above mean signal ensured that no complex spikes were

missed. After thresholding, spike shapes were analyzed, with particular atten-

tion paid to the negative spike amplitude, spike width, amplitude of the positive

inflection immediately after the spike, frequency components after the spike,

and possible spikelet occurrence at specific time points. Complex and simple

spike clusters were identifiable for all Purkinje cells by plotting combinations of

these spike properties against each other. Manual selections of �75 simple

spikes and as many complex spikes served as training sets for multilinear

discriminant analysis (MLDA), which was used to label all thresholded spikes

as either a simple or complex spike on the basis of the spike properties.

This approach provides an adequate sort while keeping the clustering proce-

dure tied to real and intuitive variables. Clear 8- to 15-ms climbing fiber pauses

confirmed that the sorted simple and complex spikes belonged to a single
hors



Purkinje cell. Spike density functions (SDFs) were computed for all trials by

convolving simple and complex spike occurrences across 1-ms bins with a

41-ms Gaussian kernel (Figure S2).

After ascertaining whether a cell showed a clear CS-complex spike

response (>20% of trials), we considered individual complex spikes to be

CS-related if they occurred within the time range in which the average complex

spike SDF was more than 2.5 SDs over baseline activity. For correlational an-

alyses involving simple spikes, the SDFs were normalized so the mean of the

500-ms baseline was 1. The first 50 ms of the ISI was excluded, as neuronal

modulation was not expected to occur there (e.g., Jirenhed et al., 2007). For

the last 200 ms, simple spike modulation was quantified in individual trials

as the total downward or upward deviation from mean baseline, divided by

the expected (mean baseline) activity in the same time range. Specifically,

the 200 data points (each 1 ms) were split into the values under mean baseline

(SDFunder) and those that were over (SDFover), with the following calculation re-

sulting in the percentage of suppression and facilitation, respectively:

0:5 �
X

1� SDFunderðiÞ and 0:5 �
�X

SDFoverðiÞ � 1
�
;

where i indexes the 200 ISI data points of one trial. Whether a cell modulated

significantly was determined by comparing its suppression/facilitation per-

centages in the ISI to the deviation frombaseline that occurredwithin the base-

line itself, which was similarly computed. The non-Purkinje neurons recorded

during experiments were identified as MLIs using the same process as

described in Badura et al. (2013); we only appraised cells as MLIs if they

passed a decision tree that incorporates various firing properties (e.g., Hz,

CV, CV2, and interspike interval) and is outlined in Ruigrok et al. (2011). For

MLIs, the difference between ISI firing rate and baseline firing rate was used

to reflect modulation.

Statistics

Significance tests were performed using MATLAB. Pearson correlations were

used in all single-cell analyses involving two continuous variables, after both

variables were subjected to Grubbs’ test for outliers (a = 0.05). Single-cell an-

alyses involving one dichotomous and one continuous variable (also tested for

outliers) were Wilcoxon rank-sum tests in all correlations, except for the ones

quantifying modulation in the ISI relative to baseline and the difference in CR

amplitude between MLI mutants and wild-types across sessions, which was

tested with a Wilcoxon matched-pair signed-rank test. For combined analysis

of multiple cells, mixed-effects linear regression was performed with cells and

animals as random effects.

Visual inspection revealed no obvious deviations from normality and

homoscedasticity and helped identify extreme outliers (never more than

four). Likelihood ratio tests were used to determine the appropriate random ef-

fects structure, which ended up never to include animal as a random effect.

Statistical power of the mixed models was calculated using post hoc Monte

Carlo simulations. This method takes into account the distribution of the

random effects and that of the residuals present in the model, and it generates

simulated output data based on random sampling from these distributions,

using the same sample sizes as in the original model. By reiterating this pro-

cess 500 times, recording for each instance the p values of the fixed effects

(that were significant in the original model). The ratio of significant p values in-

dicates the probability of detecting the effect upon replication using a similar

model design and similar sample sizes and averaged 91.9% across the mixed

models presented here (Table S1).
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